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The world leaders in innovation and creativity will also be  

world leaders in everything else. 

-Harold A. McAlidon
“ “



Innovation and Invention
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Idea + Implementation + Impact.

Invention

Idea + Implementation/Implementation phase.

Creativity

To do in your head to get an idea.

Innovation



Car Example

Car far away from town

Tire flattens

Nuts rusted cannot move

Now what you are going to do about it…



Closed World Principle

When solving a problem or generating ideas, one should strive to use    

only those resources that exist in the product or system itself, or in its      

immediate vicinity.



Systematic Inventive Thinking(SIT)
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Looking for common patterns you can reapply to any product,        

services or process.

Agatha  Christie – 60 novels written till yet, uses a template in 

her books to structure her thinking in a way which make her   

creative without realizing.

Its like DNA – Extract that DNA from it apply to your product or 

service.



5 Patterns of SIT

Where a product has 

correlation between itself and 

its environment. As one thing 

changes the other thing         

changes.

Attribute Dependency

The elimination of a core component.

Subtraction

Where a component of a          

product has been assigned      

an additional job.

Task Unification

Where a component but has be

en copied in a counterintuitive 

way.

Multiplication
Where a component or product 

is divided along a physical or    

functional line and then             

rearranged back into the          

product.

Division



Innovative Idea Criteria
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No one else has done before.

Useful

It delivers new value to you and customer.

Surprising

Market will be delighted with your new innovation.

New



Characteristics of Innovative Products and 

Services
Mobility- Mobile Lifestyles, Moving around easily 
Ex- Cell  phones to detect locations.

Adaptability- Adapts with the changing environment 
Ex- Flooring with sensors

Simplicity- Simple to use Ex- Bicycle to fold in half-
easy to store- Simple idea

Specificity- Unique products are those that use parts of problem 
to detect solution Ex- Eye tracker- detects drowsiness- uses     
camera- buzz car alarm

Ideality- Solution to a problem only appears when it 
is needed Ex- Transition Sun glasses.



Challenging the myths of thinking outside 

the box



Challenging the myths of serendipity

❖ In 1891, a physical education teacher James, took two baskets and 

hanged on walls.

❖ Took a ladder to take the ball from basket.

❖ After sometime the base of the basket became so weak it fall off        

immediately.

❖ In this way the game of basket ball was invented by luck.

❖ More examples- post it notes, X-ray, Penicillin, Chocolate chip          

cookies.

❖ Instead of serendipity approach go systematically.



Activity

Items needed- table, candle, box of thumbtacks 
and a match box.

Your task is to light the candle and keep it burning 
parallel to the wall without it touching the floor or  
burning the wall.



Functional Fixedness
A cognitive bias that limits one to seeing an object only in the 

way it is traditionally seen or used.



Four Items

Exercise bicycle.

Package of powdered soup.

Contact lens.

Child’s high chair.

What all they have in Common?



How they were Constructed

Exercise bicycle- rear wheel subtracted.

Powdered soup- Water removed.

Contact lens- frame removed.

Child’s high chair- legs removed.

In every product, something subtracted from an original form of product.



Subtraction

The elimination of an essential component rather than the addition of new 

systems or functions.



Subtraction Technique

1. List the internal components.

2. Remove a component.

3. Visualize the resulting “virtual product” (Weird/absurd)

4. Ask yourself – should we do it? Can we do it?

5. Attempt to replace the function with something from the closed world.

6. Activity of refrigerator to be performed.



Applying Subtraction technique again

❖ Taking out sugar from soda- sugar free drink will be resulted.

❖ But changing the recipe is not subtraction.

❖ Removing screen from TV can turn it into a radio.



Difference between Subtraction and Unbundling

Unbundling- The removal of features or downgrading of components to     

reduce a products price.

Car models – Vxi, Lxi, Zxi.



Thomas Edison’s Gate Example

Had a gate in his house which was very  hard to open and very 

hard to close.

So he attached a pump to gate, every time it opens or closes pu

mping fresh water to the plumbing system of the house.

Gate- to let people in, Pumping water

People- Primary job as friends, additional job of opening gate 



Task unification Pattern

The assignment of additional tasks to an existing resource.



Task unification done in 3 ways

An internal component taking the task of an
other internal component.

Example- Coffee Maker.

Coffee maker filter has an additional job of measuring 
just the right amount of coffee to be used depending 
upon the amount of water to be used.



▪ An internal component can take the job of an external component.

▪ Example- Nissan a Japanese auto maker.

▪ Car horns when there is right pressure in the tire.

▪ So car horns steals the job of tire pressure gauge.



▪ An external component taking the job of an internal component.

▪ Example- A grocery store in Korea- Place billboards in trains and subway sta

tions- to show their products on the shelves just as you see in the store.

▪ Commuters used their smartphones to scan the product they need- shoppin

g list is sent to grocery store- commuter can stop by on way home to pick up 

the groceries.

▪ Subway billboards have an additional task of becoming the point of sale



Merry Go Round

➢ Playpump- Merry Go Round- Attached pump to it - Turning a 

pump to pump fresh water out of a well into a holding tank

➢ This is used in Africa as it is very difficult to find water there

➢ So kids while playing performs an additional task of pumping 

water



▪ Household Refrigerator.

▪ Start by listing internal and external components.

▪ Pick a component and assign it an additional task.

▪ Visualize and consider the “virtual product”.

▪ Ask yourself- Should we do it? Can we do it?

Task Unification Activity



Task Aggregation Vs Task Unification

Swiss Army Knife - Collection of various tools on one familiar platform- it

s handy tool but not creative.

Its aggregation various functions in one place.



Thank you


